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INTRODUCTION 

THE THEORY to be developed in this paper is 
based on the assumption that in a given type of 
mitotically active cells the application of a 
radiation dose of 1 rad results in a specific 
chance • of any of the daughter ceiLs to dic off. 

First of all some formulae will bc obtained by 
which, in certain cases, the value of • can bc 
derived from crnpirical data. In an application 
of these formulae to the basal cells of epidermal 
turnouts two conclusions will bc obtained 
which arc likely to agree with radiothcrapeutic 
evidence. 

Next a hypothesis will bc presented on the 
mechanism by which mitotically active cells dic 
off in radiotherapy. This hypothesis will bc 
considered in connection with the values of • 
obtaincd, and it will then bc shown to result in 
quantitative suggestions on Riga formation in 
the basal cells of normal epidermis and of 
epidermal tumours. 

1. Fundamental formulae 
(a) We first consider a set of No similar 

living units which, like the basal cells of the 
skin, produce non dividing new units at regular 
intervals. We imagine that  this set is subjected 
to a radiation dose of q rad and we will assume 
that any dividing unit to which a dose of 1 rad 
is applied has a chance • to die off. The 
number Nf of surviving units may then be 

expected to be 

Nq =Noe-"  (1) 

and the probability X that none of them will 
survive can be calculated to be 

~={1 -(1 -,)'}"o (2) 
The formulae (1) and (2) can be deduced as follows. 

As long as no radiation is applied the number No of 
dividing units will not change. Application of a radi- 
ation dose q, however, will reduce this number to Are. 
I f  this dose is increased by a quantity dq the number N~ 
will be further reduced by an amount --dN~--~ •N~ dq 
and this equation is solved by formula (1). 

The probability of a given dividing unit to survive the 
application of I tad is 1 -- • and so the probability that it 
will survive the application of q tad will be (I--•)~. 

The probability that it will not survive the latter 
application is therefore 1 -  (1- •)~ and the probability 
that none of the No units will survive is given by the 
formula (2) : 

X = { 1 -  (I-•)'}~o 

(b) Next wc consider a set of No units, each 
of which divides in two similar units when its 
natural lifetime T has elapsed. T is then the 
doubling timc of the sct and after a part t of the 
first doubling time the number N, of units will 
bc 

Now we imagine that in the time t a radi- 
ation dose of q rad is applied to the set. The 
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probabil i ty ~. that  none of  its units or of  their 
descendants will survive is then given by the 
formula 

I+ t ( 1 1--(I--~) q )1 (4) 
In  our  applications the fraction 

1 - 0  
eq 

will be so small tha t  it m a y  be neglected. By 
this neglection, formula (4) is transformed into 

X = { 1 - ( l - ~ ) ' } ~ ° ( ' + + )  (5) 
Formula (4) can be deduced as follows. If no radiation 

is applied, No t /T of the original units will divide in the 
time t and No(T--t)/Tin the remaining part of the first 
doubling time. In fact the latter units are all subjected 
to a dose of q rod, and the probability ~,2 that none of 
them will mrvive is 

T--t 
~ =  (I--(1--~)~} % "T" (4a) 

In order to calculate the probability Zt that all off- 
spring of the former units will die off we comider the 
No At/T of them which should divide in the time between 
t and t-kAt. These units are exposed to a radiation dose 
q~/t, and so the chance of any of them to dying off will be 

l--(l--~) ' r 

and the chance to survive 
r 

( l - e )  ' "/" 

In case of survival it will divide and both its direct 
descendants will then be subjected to a radiation dine of 
q(t--~)/trad. Comequenflyany ofthemwill have a chance 

t--r 
1--(1--~) q -7- 

to die off. The probability of any of the No At/T units, 
which where to divide in the time t, to have no surviving 
de~eeaadants ldaould therd'ore be 

r t--r 2 
1--(1--¢) *-/" + ( l - - e )  q F { I - ( I - - ~ )  q"7-} = 

r 
= 1--2 ( I - ~ ) ~ + ( I - - E ) ~  ( l--~)-q "7 

and so the prohal~llty that  none of  them will produce a 
~rviving d e ~ a t  may be written as 

r Ar 
{ I - -2  ( l - - e ) q + ( l - ~ ) ~  ( l - - e ) - * 7  } ~¢o~- 

Gomcxluently we shall have 
r~t _q ~ Ar 

kx--II {1--2 ( l - -~ )*- l - ( l - . )~  (I--~) 7 }  ~o~-  (4b) 

In ca~ of small values of e ( < I0 -~) and l~age values of 
q (> I0~) tlm formula can be tra~ffom~ed as follows: 

In kt---- 2 N O { --2 (l--e)~+(1 -e)2* (1--~)"* ~'} -- 
r~0 "T- 

-- N° dr  {--2 ( l - - e )q+(1 -~ )~  ( l--e)  -~7-} = 
T o 

=__{ 1 = N°T --2t (l--e),-(l--Ok t q In (I--.)] 

No [ ~-(~-')' t ffi -~- 0 - ~ ) 0  t [ - 2 -  q tn 0 " ~ ) ~  

Hence 

, (  In k t = - - N  o (l--e)~ T 2-- eq ] 

whilst according to (5a) 
T - - t  

In ~ =  - N  O (l--e)q 

As k = )Lx)~ ~ 

and consequently In )L=ln g l + l n  )~ we 
that 

(4c) 

may conclude 

and this equation is equivalent to (4) : 

' 

In  certain cases the formulae (1) and  (5) can 
help us to derive the values of  • from empirical  
da ta ;  in the following section we will exemplify 
this by applying them to the basal cells o f  
normal  epidermis and  of epidermal  tumours.  

2. Application of the formula to the basal cells of 
normal epidermis and of epidermoid tumours 

(a) Normal Epidermis. The application of  
a radiat ion dose of  5000 rad to normal  h u m a n  
skin in about  4 weeks usually results in exten- 
sive epidermolysis. I t  is generally assumed tha t  
this phenomenon  is ul t imately due to radiat ion 
dea th  of  basal cells. Recovery o f  the denuda ted  
area then originates both at  the borders and  at  
islets in the central  parts, and  these islets are 
likely to derive from basal cells tha t  have 
survived. According to formula (1) the fraction 
of  surviving cells will be 

Ns000 
No = exp (5000 e) 

and  if  this fraction is assumed to be between 
0.002 and  0" 0005 we shall have 

0.002 > e x p  (5000 e) > 0.0005 

and,  consequently 

1"2 x 10 -3 < c < 1 "5 x 10 -3 (6) 

(b) Epidermal tumours. As basal cell carcin- 
omas are more radiosensitive than  basal cells of  
normal  epidermis we m a y  expect that  their 
value of  • will be larger. An  estimate of  this 
value can be obtained with the help of  formula 
(5). We will apply this formula  to tumours of  
0 .5-1  g. The  number  o f  cells in tumours of  
this size is of  the order of  108, and  we will, 
therefore, pu t  No = 10 O. We know tha t  90 per 
cent of  these tumours can be cured by the 
application of  a radia t ion dose of  5000 rad  in 
about  20 days, and  as cure of  a tumour  implies 
that  none of  its cells survive we m a y  put~. = 0 . 9  
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and q=5000. Moreover, autoradiographs of 
normal epidermis and of epidermoid tumours 
obtained after injection of tritiated thymidine 
suggest that the doubling time T of basal cells 
is about 100 days in both cases (Johnson a.o. 
p. 460) and so it follows from formula (5) that 

0"9 = { 1 - (1  - e ) ~ }  , ' × ' '  

and hence 

e=4"2 x 10 -3 (7) 

I t  should be observed that this result does not 
markedly depend on the values assumed for No 
and T. By substitution in (5) we obtain 

1 t 

k_- { I _ (1-4.2 x 19-4),} "o (+-r) (8) 

or approximately 

~.= (1 - exp ( -4 "2  x lO-"q)) % ( ' + ~  ) (8a) 

According to this formula the chance of cure 
~, of an epidermal tumour strongly depends on 
the radiation dose applied (q) and on the size of 
the tumour (No) and only slightly on the overall 
time of application (t). The curves in Fig. 1 
show the relations between ). and q which 
correspond to different values of No (1 +t/T);  
viz. to tumours of about 0.8 cm t { No (1+t/T) 
=10s},  0.8 m m  s {No ( l + t / T ) = 1 0 , }  or 
0.0008 mm s {No ( l+ t /T )  =10 '}  

could justify the application of rather low doses 
in postoperative radiotherapy it may even be of 
considerable practical importance. 

Formula (8a) can be tramformed into 

~o ( ~ -  t 
q = 550 log (8b) 

- l n ~  

In this form it gives the dose q required to 
obtain a given chance ~, of a cure by treatment 
of a tumour of No ceils in a given overall time t. 
In  Fig. 2 are shown the relations between q and 
No (1 + t/T) which correspond to the values of 
~. of 0.9 and 0.7. 
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These curves dearly demonstrate the well 
known fact that the dose required to obtain a 
reasonable chance of  a cure in a given tumour 
is rather sharply defined. Apart from that, 
they suggest that the dose which results in a 
chance of a cure of 90 per cent is rather smaller 
for small tumours than for larger ones. This 
conclu~on too, though it has hardly been 
explicitly derived from observations, is likely 
to be in accordance with experience and as it 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

log N O ( I  + + )  

Fig, 2. Doses q required to obtain chances of a cure Z = 0 . 9  
and ~ = 0 " 7  u.Oum applied in given times t to turnouts of  
different sizes (No cells). T is doubling time of tumour cells. 

3. A theory on the mechanism of dying off of 
tumour cells in radiotherapy. 

In curative radiotherapy of a malignant 
tumour both the tumour and the surrounding 
normal tissues are subjected to a radiation dose 
of the order of 5000 rad. The aim of this 
procedure is that the tumour cells will die off, 
while no important changes will occur in the 
normal tissues. The sort of damage brought 
about in the latter tissues should therefore not 
be drastic, and so we may expect that the 
changes which result in the death of the tumour 
cells will not be extensive either. Now the 
ruildest type of radiation induced permanent 
changes is the one which causes mutations, and 
as mutations may make cells unviable we will 
consider the possibility that the death of tumour  
cells caused by radiotherapy is due to the 
induction of unviable mutations. Cell mutations 
are generally considered to result from modi- 
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fications in the sequences of purine- and 
pyrimidine bases along the strands of DNA- 
molecules. The structural pattern of thes 
strands is shown in Fig. 3. In  a DNA-molecule 

~ °  3, 

. 

. N PT °° 

. I"10 ° 
O~ac 11 a~c 0 ~]N ~ uon s I 

N H[O 
H-bound atoms 

Structural pattern of DJVA molecules. 
sug=sugar-molecule. 
P. at=molecule of phosphoric acid. 
ad = adenine t 
thym = thyraine molecule 
guan= guanine 
c~tos = c.ytosine 
Two long strands are connected by hydrogen bonds 
between aV- and O-aWms. 

two of them are coiled around each other to 
form a double helix. Their connection is 
brought about by hydrogen bonds between 
either adenine and thymine or cytosine and 
guanine. The sequences of these purine- and 
pyrimidine bases are, therefore complementary 
m the two strands and both of them are 
characteristic of the DNA molecule in question. 
There are two hydrogen bonds between adenine 
and thymine and three between cytosine and 
guanine, the former being of the types 
- - O - - H - - N ~  a n d - - N - - H - - N =  and the 
latter of the types - - O - - H - - N = ,  = N - - H - -  
= N  and = N - - H - - O - - .  (Perutz, p. 65). The 
characteristic sequences of the four bases in the 
two strand of a DNA molecule are transmitted 
from a cell to its daughter cells by a special 
mechanism: Prior to mitosis any cell passes 
through a period in which the different parts 
of its DNA strands are successively uncoiled 
and separated, and then every strand gradually 
completed to a full DNA molecule by gradual 
building up of a new complementary strand. 
Every DNA molecule of a cell is thus replaced 
by two identical copies, one for every daughter 
cell, and so the transmission of their character- 
istic structure to these daughter cells is secured. 

In the mechanism of copying described, 
coiling and hydrogen bonding appear as the 
essential features in the conservation of the 
characteristic sequences of the purine- and 
pyrimidine bases in the strands of DNA- 
molecules. We may therefore expect that  
changes in these sequences will arise by prefer- 

ence in parts of the molecules where the com- 
posing strands are uncoiled and separated, such 
as occurs in the periods of DNA synthesis and of 
KNA-formation. In these periods the atoms 
whose state is particularly affected are the 
hydrogen-unbound N- and O atoms; changes 
induced in these periods by ionizing radiations 
are, therefore, most likely to be due to the 
detachment of electrons from these particular 
atoms. It  seems indeed improbable that other 
a t o m s -  for instance those of the purine- or 
pyrimidine cycles--should be affected by 
preference in the premitotic phase and rather 
in tumour cells than in normal cells of a 
similar type. Consequently, we will consider 
the N- and O electrons mentioned as targets 
which in the course of the lifetime T of a cell are 
radio-sensitive during the period P0 of DNA 
synthesis and the period (s) P1 (Ps . . . .  ) of local 
RNA formation. Detachment of a target- 
electron from a DNA strand in such a period 
should, in this line of thought, result in non- 
development or unviability of the correspond- 
ing daughter-cell. An estimate of the length of 
Po can be derived from the duration of the 
S phase in which DNA synthesis occurs in a 
cell. Autoradiographs obtained after injection 
of tritiated thymidine suggest that this phase 
lasts about 6 hr (Johnson a.o., p. 460, Devik, 
p. 63). We may expect that in any given cell 
this is a period of simultaneous radiosensitivity 
of all its targets. Now in consequence of this 
concentration of sensitivity in a short space of 
time the DNAperiods of particular cell- 
radiosensitivity will be rather unimportant in 
radiotherapy. It  is indeed unlikely, that in a 
tumour irradiated in short daily sessions for 
some 4 to 8 weeks a target electron will be 
detached in such a period in a major part of its 
cells, and the same holds for a tumour which 
is treated c o n t i n u o u s l y -  by puncture or by 
m o u l d s -  during a week or less. Cure of a 
turnout by these current procedures can there- 
fore in the context of the given theory, hardly 
be due to detachment of target electrons in 
DNA periods of radiosensitivity and should 
rather result from the detachment of such 
electrons in their RNA periods which are dis- 
tributed at random over the lifetime of a cell. 

In the following section the quantitative 
aspects of this concept will be considered in 
connection with the values of e derived in §2 
from empirical data. 

4. Q.uanti~atioe aspects o f  the theory 
We will consider a cell with lifetime T in 

which P is the mean effective time of radio-  
sensitivity of its target electrons. Let (a be the 
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probability that the application of I rad to this 
cell will release one or more target electrons 
from a particular DNA strand. According to 
our theory such an application will then have a 
probability co P /T  to result in nondevelopment 
or unviability of the daughter cell which corre- 
sponds to the strand in question. In §1 this 
sort of probability has been denoted by E, and 
so we have 

P 

This formula will now be applied to the basal 
cells considered in §2. 

As to the lifetime T of these basal cells we 
have seen that T = 100 days may be considered 
a reasonable estimate. 

With regard to the value of P we have 
arrived at the view that the effective time of 
radiosensitivity of a target-electron consists of 
the periods in which its N- or O atom is 
involved in RNA formation. We will now 
assume that these periods have about the same 
duration as the DNA periods, i.e. approximately 
6 hr or ¼ day. If  their mean number per target 
is denoted by p we may, therefore, put P=p[4 
days. 

Lastly we will consider the quantity c0. In an 
analysis of this quantity we will make use of the 
following numerical data: 

I. number of electrons per gramme tissue: 
3.3 x 1028 (Johns, pp. 695, 696, 703). 

2. number of these electrons released by 1 
rad: 1.8 x 101~ (Johns, pp. 14, 195, 651). 

3. number of base pairs in DNA of a human 
cell: 10' (Perutz, p. 63). 

4. number of hydrogen-bound N- or O 
atoms per base in DNA: 2 or 3 (Perutz, 
p. 65). 

5. number of electrons per N- or O-atom: 
10 (2 in the K-shell and 8 in the L shell). 

From 3, 4 and 5 it follows that the number of 
electrons which in the DNA-molecules of a 
human cell belong to hydrogen-bound N- and 
O-atoms is approximately (2.54-0.5) x 10 it 
per daughter cell. A fraction of these electrons 
has been supposed to be the targets of the cell, 
and if this fraction is denoted by 11 the number 
of targets will be (2.54-0.5) x101°x~ where 
~ < 1 .  

In view of 1 and 2 the probability co that on 
application of 1 tad at least one electron of this 
set will be detached from its atom then 
amounts to  

1-8 x l 0  n 
co= 3-3 × I(W x (2.5 + 0 - 5 )  × 101*~q= 

= (13-5_+2.7) x 10-~q 

Hence 

P 
~=oJ -~ = (13"5 _+2"7) × 10-~ × 0"25P100 - 

=(0.34+0-07) x 10-3~qp (10) 

This result will now be considered in con- 
nection with the values of • obtained in §2 for 
basal cells of normal epidermis and of epider- 
mold tumours. 

It follows from (6) and (10) that in the basal 
cells of normal epidermis Tlp~4. Hence, as 
11 ~< 1, the mean number p of RNA periods of a 
target electron should not be less than 4 and its 
mean effective time P of radiosensitivity not less' 
than 1 day. Now there is no conclusive evidence 
why the number p should be considerably 
larger than 4. In fact, a great many targets 
serves the production of enzymes which, 
perhaps, are scarcely subject to consumption 
and replacement, and consequently not neces- 
sarily needed more than once in the lifetime of a 
cell. On the other hand 11 should be expected 
to be smaller than 1, for in cells with a certain 
degree of differentiation part of the hydrogen- 
bound N- or O atoms of DNA molecules will 
have no vital functions, and replacement of the 
corresponding purine- and pyrimidine bases 
by others will therefore not affect the viability 
of the pertaining daughter cells. Hence it 
seems reasonable to estimate ~1 between 0.8 and 
0.2 and, consequently, p between 5 and 25. 
The corresponding numbers of target electrons 
per daughter cell will then be something 
between 2 x 10 TM and 4X 10~. 

We may expect that in the basal cells of 
epidermal tumours the value of ~ and the 
number of target-electrons will be about the 
same as in those of normal epidermis. The 
mean numberp of RNA periods per target will 
then be larger. It follows from (7) and (10) 
that in the basal cells of epidermoid tumours 
p =  12 to 16. Consequently p will be 3 to 4 
times as large as in normal cells and have a value 
between 15 and 80. In Table 1 are given the 
values of p and P which in normal epidermis 
and in epidermal tumours correspond to 
different values of ~. 

The values of P and p given in Table 1 
correspond to a doubling time T of 100 days. 
However it must be mentioned that several 
authors have given lower estimates like 50 or 
even 20 days (Montagna, p. 70), and such 
estimates result in values ofp and P which are 
1[2 to 1/5 of those of Table 1. The given 
values are therefore to be accepted with reserv- 
ation and should be revised when more precise 
information on the doubling time T will be 
available. 
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Table 1 

T= ba~l cell~ of 
100 days normal epidermi~ epidermal tumours 

1'1 P P P P 

0"8 5 1 day 18 4"5 days 
0.6 7.5 2 dad 24 6 days 
0-4 I0 2"5 days 36 9 days 
0"2 20 5 days 72 18 days 

T~douhlln~ time of cells. 
llffitarget fraction ofelectrom of hydrogen bound N- and 

O-attain in DNA-molecules. 
p-,mean effective number of RNA-periods of radio- 

Jemitlvity per target electron. 
P-,mema effective time of RNA-radimemitivity per 

target electron. 

La tMorie pr~sent~ dans ¢ette communication eat fondge sur l'hypatlu~se que, dans un O~Oe 
donng de cdlalea ~ activit~ t mitotique, l'application d'une dose de 1 rad aboutit ~ une 
probabilig sp~tcifique • pour chaque cellale-fdle de perdre sa viabilig. 

On a d'abord obtenu quelqms formules matidmatiques qui, dans cetrains cas, permettent 
de tOduire les valenrs de • cl partir de donng~s empiriques. Gea donrdea sent apfliqutea aux 
cdlules basalea de l'gl~lerme normal et de tumeurs tpidormiquea. Pour ces tumeurs, on 
aboutit aux conclusions suivantes qui sent apparomment confirndea par l'expgrience : 
1. La dose ngceasaire pour arriver, par radiotldrapie, dans un temps donn~, 

unc probabilitetraisonnable de g u ~ o n  d' une tumeur don~e eat asse~: prk'ls~ntd~finie. 
2. Ce~ dose dtpout da volume de la tumeur. 

Ensuite, lea valeurs de e obtenuea pour lea cellules busalea de l'etpiderme normal et de 
tumeurs ont ~tg ¢onsidgr&s en relation ~ une hypotlOae sur le mleanisme qui, en radio- 
tl~rapie, rend non viables les cellales ~ actimt~ mitotique. Lea points principaux de cette 
hypottOae sent lea suivants : 
(a) Darts une u l l ~  ayant une activitl mi to t ic ,  une pattie des ~lectrons des atoms N et 

O, ~ liaison todrog~e ,dans les ckataea d'ADaV, sent des cibles. 
(b) Un dlectron-dble eat radiosotsible quand la liaison hydrogJ~u de son atome a gt~ 

rompue, c'est-cl.dire dans lea pgriodes oucet atome eat engag~t clans la synti~e 
d'ADN o~ dans la formation d'ARN. 

(c) C l u ~  lois fa'un ~ltctron=cible eat d ~ M  de son atome, pendant une p~riode de 
radiosensibili~, la cdlwb-fdle correspondant ~ la chatne ADaV de cet ator~ ne sera par 
viable. 

Un d g t ~ ~  quantitatif de cette irdpoth~se conduit aux conclusions suivantea sur les 
cellulea basalea consid~lea dans cet article: 
(A) Une fraction importante, soit environ 5/10 des glectrons des atomes aVet  O, 

liaison hydrogkne, dans les chatnea AD3/', sont des cibles; par consgquent, le 
nombre d'tlectrons.ciblea, par cdlale-fille, eat de l'orde de 10 l°. 

( B) Dans ur.e cellule donn~, le nombre de pgriodes pendant leaquellea un certain atome aV 
ou O, ~ liaison hydrogkne, dans une chatne ADaY, est engagd dans la syntiO.se 
d'ARN, eat assez petit dans l'gp/derme normal (de 5 ~ 20), et sensiblement plus 
grand dana les tumeurs dtridenniquss (de 20 ~ 70). 

On  the whole, however, Table 1 suggests 
that in tumour cells there is an excess o f  R N A -  
product ion.  This suggestion is well in line with 
the approved view that the increase of  meta- 
bolic activity of tumour cells is due to defects in 
inhibitory mechanisms. 

The theory put forward in this paper is based on the assumption that in a given type of  
mitotically active cells the applicution of  a radiation dose of  1 rad results in a spedfic 
chance • of  any of  the daughter cells to die off. This assumption will be shown to imply: 
1. that the dose required to obtain a reasonable chance of  a cure by radiotherapy of  a given 

turnout in a given overall time is rather sharply defined and 
2. that it dq~uts on the size of  the turnout. 
Both conclusions are likely to agree with facts. 

In certain cases, e.g. in the basal cells of  normal epidermis and of  epidermal turaours, the 
values of  • can be derived from empirical data. These values will be considered in con- 
nection with a particular hypothesis on the methanism by which mitoticuUy active cells 
die off in radiotheratry. 
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The main points of this hypothesis are as foUows : 

(a) In a mitotic active cell the electrons of part of the hydrogen bound At- and 0 atoms of 
the DAtA-strands are targets. 

(b) A target-electron is radiosensitive when the hydrogen-bound of its atom has been 
released, that is in the periods of involvement of this At- or 0 atom in DAtA synthesis 
or in RAtA formation. 

(c) When a target electron is detached from its atom in a radiosensititive period, the 
daughter cell corresponding to the DAtA strand of this atom will not develop or be 
unviable. 

A quantitative development of this hypothesis will be shown to suggest the following 
conclusions on the basal cells considered: 

(A) A considerable fraction, perhaps about 0 . 5 ,  of the electrons of hydrogen-bound aV- or 
0 atoms in the strand of DAtA molecules are targets; the number of target-electrons 
per daughter cell is therefore of the order of 10 lo. 

(B) In a given cell the mean number of periods in which a hydrogen bound At- or 0 atom of 
a DAtA strand is involved in RAtA formation is comparatively small - -5  to 20--  in 
normal epidermis and rather larger "---20 to 70--- in epidermal tumours. 

Z U S ~ A S S U N G  

Ausgangspunkt der in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Theorie ist die Annahme dass nach 
Bestrahlung einer bestimmten Typus mitotisch aktiver Zellart mit einer Dosis yon 1 rad 
jede zu entstehende TochterzeUe eine Chance ~ hat sich nicht ZU einer lebensfiihigen Einheit 
zu entwickeln. 

Zuerst werden einige Formeln gegeben mit deren Hilfe sich der Wert yon ¢ in bestimmten 
Fallen aus empirischen Daten ableiten lasst. Diese Formeln werden dann an Hand der 
Basalzellen der normalen Epidermis und epidermaler Tumoren angewandt. Fiir epidermale 
Tumoren ergeben sich dabei folgende Schliisse die anscheinend durch die Erfahrung 
bestiitigt werden : 

1. Bei der Stratdenbehandlung eines gegebenen Tumors zu einer gegebener Zeit ist die 
fiir eine reelle Genesungschance benb'tigte Dosis ziemlich genau definiert. 

2. Diese Dosis ist yon der Gr#sse des Tumors abhangig. 
Die f'ardie genannten BasalzeUen erhaltenen Werte von • werden sodann in Zusammen- 

hang mit einer bestimmten Hypothese iiber den Absterbungsmechanismus mitotisch aktiver 
Zellen in der Strahlentherapie betrachtet. Es folgen bier die wichtigsten Punkte dieser 
Hypothese : 

(a) In einer mitotisch aktiver Zelle sind die Elektronen der Wasserstoff-gebundenen A c. 
und O-Atome der DAtS-Ketten zum Teil "Targets." 

(b) Ein Target-Elektron ist strahlempfindlich wenn sich die Wasserstoffbindung seines 
Atoms gel#st hat, das heisst in den Perioden in denn dieses At- oder O-Atom an der 
DaVS-Synthese oder an der RNS-Bildung beteiligt ist. 

(c) Wenn ein Target-Elektron in einer Strahlemfindlichen Periode yon seinem Atom 
losgel#st worden ist wird sich die der DAtS-Kette dieses Atoms entsprechende 
Tochterzelle nicht zu einer lebensf~higen Einheit entwickeln. 

Bei einer kwantitativen Entwicklung dieser Hypothese ergeben sich fiir die betrachteten 
Basalzellen folgende Schliisse: 

(A) Ein grosser Bruchteil, z.B. fun f  Zehntel der Elektronen Wasserstoffgebundener )¢'- 
oder O-Atome in den DAtS-Eetten sind Targets; die yam dieser Elektrouen pro 
TochterzeUe soll daher yon der Ordnung yon 10 TM liegen. 

(B) In einer gegebenen ZeUe ist die mittlere yam yon Perioden wahrend deren ein 
Wasserstoffgebundenes At- oder O-Atom einer DNS-Kette bei der R.NS-Bildung 
beteiligt ist verhiiltnismiissig klein - -  5 bis 20  - -  in der nvrmalen Epidermis und 
merklich gr#sser - -  20  bis 70 - -  in et~idermalen Tumoren. 
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